Inspiring Resilience

RESILIENCE =
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Resilience is the ability of an organization
to absorb and adapt in a changing
environment. (ISO 22316:2017)
It is not just a defense mechanism, but mostly
a quality that allows to succeed and prosper
in the market.

Three key disciplines of resilience

Business
Continuity

Crisis
Management

Enterprise Risk
Management

Capability of an organization
to continue delivery
of products or services
at acceptable predefined
levels following
disruptive incident

Capability to manage crises,
defined as abnormal and
unstable situations that
threaten the organization’s
strategic objectives,
reputation or viability

Capability to manage
risk, defined as the effect
of uncertainty on objectives

ABOUT
VISION

MISSION
Making the world
more resilient

Being recognized as the best partner to
build resilience in an organization

• Founded in 2009 by Gianna Detoni
• Licensed Training Partner of professional certification bodies
• Highly specialized staff, certified in their
key competences
• Independent approach, striving for excellence
• Proud partner of major international
organizations

Our services
RESEARCH

TRAINING

CONSULTING

PRODUCTS

Inspiring
Resilience

Embedding
Resilience

Building
Resilience

Enhancing
Resilience

EMBEDDING RESILIENCE
PECB Courses
PANTA RAY is an Authorized Partner of PECB – Canadian-based
certification body with a global recognition, which provides education and
certification under ISO/IEC 17024 for individuals on a wide range of disciplines.
PECB’s expertise is in multiple fields, with a special emphasis in:
Governance, risk
and compliance
Resiliency and
information security

Quality and
sustainability

PANTA RAY offers different levels of certification courses,
which vary in duration and degree of depth. Courses may only
be delivered by PECB Certified Trainers, holding corresponding
certificates for the courses they deliver.

Minimum one-day, maximum five-days

EMBEDDING RESILIENCE
PANTA RAY offers a wide range of training sessions
on the key disciplines of resilience

Business
Continuity

Business Impact
Analysis

Supply Chain
Continuity

Crisis
Management

Risk
Management

Course

Course

Course

Course

Course

Get through each
phase of the
business continuity
management
lifecycle and best
practices

Understand how
to perform an
effective BIA to
define priorities in
case of a disruption

Adopt the best
practices to
manage risks and
minimize their
impact on your
supply chain

Expand your
knowledge about
techniques and
methodologies
to handle crises
successfully

Learn how to
handle the effect
of uncertainty
on objectives
and mitigate risks
and threats

We also build courses tailored to your needs

Awareness to the
Top Management

Training to Executives
and Middle Managers

EMBEDDING RESILIENCE
E-learning Courses
Learn more about PANTA RAY e-learning courses.
Our new e-learning options make it possible to bring themes of strategic importance to
a much larger and not merely “technical” audience through new contents, an interactive
and dynamic structure, a gaming approach and channels suitable for wide diffusion.

The courses can be tailored to the needs of your company and the
resilience objectives that you want to achieve.

CLICK HERE TO
VISIT OUR PLATFORM

http://learning.pantaray.eu

CLICK HERE TO
DOWNLOAD THE BROCHURE

Visit our

channel and take a look at our trailers

www.youtube.com/channel/PANTA RAY

PANTA RAY

BUILDING RESILIENCE
PANTA RAY supports leading organizations in the following
activities, with the objective to improve their resilience
Definition of policies to communicate the Top Management
commitment towards organizational resilience

Establishing policies,
procedures and internal
guidelines

Defining the scope of
the program and the
governance model

Aligning the
methodology
to international
standards

Analysis of main sources of risk, threats, priorities
and requirements in case of a critical event

Building Business
Impact Analysis
(BIA) models

Identifying
priorities among
products, services,
processes and
activities

Performing Risk
Assessments and
Threat Analyses

Defining risk
and continuity
parameters

BUILDING RESILIENCE

Design and implementation of strategies
and tactics for organizational resilience

Defining strategies
and tactics for
managing risk and
continuity

Implementing
measures to
manage and
mitigate risks
and threats

Building an
incident response
structure

Drafting
continuity and
resilience plans

Test, maintenance and review of
the resilience management program

Exercising the
ability to respond
to an incident

Supporting the
auditing phase

Simulating crisis
scenarios with the
involvement of the
Top Management

Encouraging
continuous
improvement

BUILDING RESILIENCE
PANTA RAY supports its clients in aligning their
organizational resilience capabilities to the relevant
international standards and industry best practices.
As members of the ISO Working Groups for international standards on societal security,
we promote a culture of resilience based on the latest developments in the industry.
We do so by analyzing the client’s resilience documentation and practices, in order
to assess their level of compliance to international standards. Based on this, we offer our
expertise and hands-on experience to support our clients, with methodological consults
and practical assistance alike.

Quality review
Assessment of your organizational resilience framework
with respect to current international standards

Collecting and
analyzing relevant
documentation
of your current
resilience
framework

Interviewing key
people within the
organization, to
better understand
organizational
resilience practices

Producing a
point-by-point
evaluation within
an overall report
on the state of
the art of your
resilience

Guiding the
client through
the continuous
improvement
process

BUILDING RESILIENCE
*These services consist in either a 1-or 3-year subscription featuring unlimited hours of available organizational resilience support.
In this way, our clients are always guaranteed access to PANTA RAY’s expertise and consultancy.

*Resilience Maintenance – Methodology
Access our resilience knowledge at any time to help you run your programmes

Conducting an initial
Quality Review,
assessing existing
elements against
relevant international
standards and
best practices

Receiving a list
of improvement
measures, based
on the Review

Scheduling
regular
meetings with
our consultants
as check
points for your
programme

Booking our
team’s full
availability for
on-the-spot
methodological
advice

*Resilience Maintenance – Full Support
Rely on our full support to run your programmes
Conducting an
initial Quality
Review, and
highlight the
improvement
areas in your
programme

Developing with
us a detailed
plan to carry out
your resilience
activities

Scheduling regular
meetings with our
consultants as
check points for
your programme

Calling us
whenever you
need operational
support in carrying
out your resilience
activities

ENHANCING RESILIENCE
We offer commercial and technical support for:

Award-winning critical event management
software as a service (SaaS) solution.
Millions of notifications sent worldwide,
millions of people contacted in otherwise
difficult situations. Review threats and risks
before they impact your business, and act
decisively to protect your organization.

Award-winning and market-leading
business continuity management
software. Born of a merger between
leading solutions ClearView, Catalyst, and
Assurance, Castellan provides peerless
management services for every step of
the business continuity lifecycle.

PANTA RAY cooperates with a network of highly qualified partners to
provide clients with a top-notch offer in the organizational resilience market.

The purpose of these partnerships is to offer a 360° service, aimed at
the integration of principles of business continuity, crisis management
and enterprise risk management into organizational practices.
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IT’S ABOUT RESILIENCE
AboutResilience.com
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PANTA RAY
Via Dante 7 - 20123, Milan, Italy.
+39 02 36537250
Pantaray.eu

